Hugh Taylor Birch State Park
Volunteer Handbook
Volunteers are our Most Valuable Natural Resource.
They are our Co-Workers, Teammates and Friends.
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Florida Park Service
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Section 1: Introduction
Thank you for your interest in volunteering at Hugh Taylor Birch State Park!
Volunteers are our most valuable natural resource, and Volunteers become a part of our Park
family. We offer a variety of opportunities to keep you both challenged and satisfied in your
volunteer position.
Please do not hesitate to speak to your Volunteer Coordinator, and share your joys and
concerns about volunteering with us.
1.1 Mission Statements
Florida Park Service Mission Statement

To provide resource-based recreation while preserving, interpreting and
restoring natural and cultural resources.
Florida Park Service Definition of a Volunteer
A volunteer is a person who performs work for the Florida Park Service under a current, signed
Volunteer Application and Volunteer Agreement, and
provides this service free of charge.
Florida Park Service Volunteer Service Objective
To expand our ability to provide quality service, professionalism, support, and
stewardship without increasing the cost to visitors and taxpayers.

Volunteers help preserve the Real Florida
As of 2015 there were:
30,000 volunteers
To 1800 full time staff in the Florida Park Service.

These Volunteers, like yourself, are maintaining, operating and making a success to our:
160 state parks protecting 700,000 acres
100 miles of coastline
8 National Historic Landmarks
39 sites on the National Registrar of Historic Places
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1.2 Organizational Structure – Chain of Command

The People
/

State of Florida -Governor
/

Department of Environmental Protection
Secretary
/

Land and Recreation
Deputy Secretary
/

Division of Recreation and Parks
/

Bureau of Operational Services & District Offices (5)
/

Park Manager
Assistant Park Manager
/

Administrative Assistant = Park Serv. Specialist = Maintenance Mechanic = Park Rangers
/

/

Park Volunteers
Day Vol. – Res. Vol. – CS Vol. - CSO
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Safety – Exotic – Naturalist
ADA – Resce Mgt. Specialists

Section 2: Park description and history
2.1 Description of Hugh Taylor Birch State Park
Hugh Taylor Birch State Park is a pristine natural area with a unique mixture of sub-tropical
maritime hardwood hammock, mangrove estuary, fresh water coastal dune lake and runs
adjacent to endangered beach habitat. Located on a barrier island in Broward County, it
represents a small part of Florida’s (23+) natural ecosystems protected from encroaching
development. Hugh Taylor Birch State Park also features the last mature strand of sub-tropical
maritime hardwood hammock in all of Broward County. Bonnet House has a small patch of this
same mature hammock which is now divided by Sunrise Blvd., but the two properties share the
same history, only diverging upon Mr. Birch’s death in 1943.
The Park, situated between the Atlantic Ocean and the Intracoastal Waterway, with a total of
174.5 acres; 80 acres of hammock, 65 acres of tidal mangrove estuary, and a residual ½ mile
fresh water coastal dune lake. Dissecting the park from the beach habitat is the very busy A1A
which features an underground walkway and also a crosswalk for pedestrians.
The Park has several highly productive biological communities. The mangrove tidal estuary,
part of the greater Intracoastal system, contains some of the oldest mangroves along Broward
County’s coastline. Sea grass beds line the western portion of the park along the seawall. The
maritime hardwood hammock is the oldest strand in all of Broward County. On the beach side
of A1A, the dune and shoreline creates a natural barrier to protect the other ecosystems while
the offshore coral reefs abound with thousands of various species of marine life including
starfish, parrot fish, sea turtles and lobster.
The Park also houses several species of threatened and endangered plants and animals such as
the Beach Jacquemontia and the Gopher Tortoise. In addition to protecting and educating the
public about its natural resources, the Park offers a variety of recreational activities for the
public. Its nature trails, popular beach access, shallow near shore reefs and coastal lake provide
visitors with the opportunity to swim, fish, snorkel, study nature, go birding, and shelling. They
can also participate in many interpretive and educational programs and special events. No
other place along the beaches of Broward County can have one come off of highly busy urban
streets and feel so submerged into off-road trails and wild space; haven to gray fox, pileated
woodpecker and thousands of migratory bird species. The Park is open year round from 8 AM
until sunset.
2.2 History of the Park
History of the property is immense. It dates back to prehistoric time and includes times of sea
level highs and sea level lows. At this time no fossils have been found, but there is undoubtedly
a vast legacy of species migration recorded in the deep sediments of the limestone laying the
foundation to this property including Mastodon and Megalodon. The earliest evidence of
human occupation of this area comes from artifacts recovered from "middens" located directly
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across the street from the Park at the Bonnet House. Imagine a very short few centuries ago, no
A1A, no Surnise Blvd. and thus no artificial division to the land and sea. Imagine a 6-mile long
Coastal Dune Lake and a dynamic barrier island shifting with the tides and currents. The original
Native American tribe who called this home were the Tequesta Tribe, dating several thousand
years into the past. They were culturally akin to the Calusa Tribe who lived on the west coast of
Florida. All of the Florida tribes were culturally influenced by Central American Empire of the
Mayan Civilization. The Tequesta, who we know revered the Sun and held the Manatee, Deer
and Queen Conch as sacred, totem animals had settled their region between the Jupiter area
down to the northern portion of the Keys and as far west as the mid-Everglades. They migrated
opposite to what we might expect. That is to say, that they would summer in the south toward
the Keys where the winds would be higher and thus “less buggy” and they would winter in the
northern extension of their territory while the temperatures of more interior-Florida were
reflective of why so many modern Americans flood the state during the same months today.
The Tequesta were keen fishermen and hunters, gathering food from the oceans, lakes and
woods. Coontie and Saw Palmetto were primary plants for distilling flours out of in order to
create breads for sustenance. Fragments of bones, shell, and pottery were discarded in refuse
piles known as "middens.” A visit to the Bonnet House Museum and Gardens is highly
recommended so that you might come to understand the importance of the history of human
occupation of this land. Within the Bonnet House midden was discovered a Conch shell that
had been stabbed by a Spanish sword. This seemingly trivial discovery carries a tremendous
indication that our location is one of the first cross-cultural impact areas, or rather provides a
clue into the likelihood of one of the first Spanish contacts with Native North Americans.
Following a tragic series of Seminole Wars (Three in total) during the 19th century, where
frankly the United States government continuously broke treaty with the Seminole tribe and
subsequently moved them steadily southward and southward, we move into the latter half of
the century where European Americans are opened up to settlement in the State of Florida.
This was primarily due to the expansion of transportation and most importantly the Florida East
Coast Railroad. In the early 1900s, very few occupied this area known as the New River
Settlement, but trade was a delicate venture between the Seminoles and a very slowly
increasing population. Within that century, three Forts were consecutively built during each of
the three Seminole Wars. The Fort was named Fort Lauderdale after General Lauderdale was
sent here by President Andrew Jackson to handle the muddy altercations between European
Americans and Native Americans. The final Fort Lauderdale was established at what is now
South Beach Park just one mile south of Hugh Taylor Birch State Park along A1A.
Good reading, watching and lead links for your research:
Seminole Wars:
http://fcit.usf.edu/florida/lessons/sem_war/sem_war1.htm
William Cooley and the New River Settlement:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Cooley
Fort Lauderdale Historical Society:
http://www.fortlauderdalehistoricalsociety.org/
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YouTube – Brief History of Ft. Lauderdale:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s2FheWF8qiA
Pre-Hugh Taylor Birch State Park
Hugh Taylor Birch was born to Eraster Birch in Yellow Springs, Ohio. He was raised on a
large estate near what would now be known as Antioch College. His father, successful as a land
owner, became one of the beneficiaries (funding chairpersons) of Antioch College. Hugh would
later attend Antioch and study Law, amongst other things. He was an athlete as one of the
pitchers of Antioch college’s baseball teams. Just shy of one course study, Hugh set off to
Chicago, Illinois to take a job with a notorious Law Firm. There he would comb legal studies
night and day and quickly climb to accolades in the firm. Within several years, he had ascended
the ranks as the one of the firm’s leading Attorneys which held such notorious client names as
Standard Oil and the Rockefellers. Despite his urban residence, Hugh loved the outdoors and
was able to purchase various properties in a number of locations including Illinois, Ohio
(specifically in Yellow Springs) and Massachusetts (where his mother came from). In 1893 the
World’s Fair was elected to come to Chicago, Illinois. Henry Flagler created an exhibition at the
fair known as La Florida which showcased a soon-to-be “First-Class” train car which would
extend all the way to the Florida Keys. The exhibit also showcased Sabal Palms, Coconut and
other tropical plants for aesthetic enjoyment. One of Hugh Birch’s most important hobbies was
botany, and so he was inspired by this exhibition to seek out property in the then-remote
Florida. He traveled down to Florida in that same year and met with Mr. Flagler. Upon
commenting that St. Augustine was too populated a place for Mr. Birch’s taste in purchasing
new property, Flager encouraged Birch to sail down the eastern coast of Florida to seek more
remote property to his liking. A storm forced Mr. Birch into the now Port Everglades area where
he took refuge in a Coast Guard House of Refuge. It is said here that he brushed shoulders with
Mr. Frank Stranahan, the first of the European Americans to begin to heal relations with the
Seminoles following a century of war. In 1894, Birch would return with a business partner,
MacGregor Adams and begin purchasing property along the New River Settlement coastline. In
subsequent years, his daughter, Helen, and later her husband, Frederic Bartlett would join him.
In time, between the four of them, they owned more than three miles of coastline on what is
now Ft. Lauderdale beach.
(Refer to park brochure outlining complete Birch-owned lands)
Hugh Taylor Birch State Park was established in 1943 when the State purchased the land from
Mr. Hugh Taylor Birch for one silver dollar. Mr. Birch had a long-standing love for preservation,
as well as a love for gardening. Mr. Birch, who had traveled to many parts of the world
declared, upon seeing the pristine coastline that, “In all of my travels I have never seen
anything more beautiful than this place.” So it was in this location, that we now enjoy as one of
the most popular coastal destinations in the world and more specifically, in our park, preserve
the very last vestige of what Mr. Birch had declared so pristine. By the time that Mr. Birch had
built the Terramar Estate, the historical home present on this property, he had decided to deed
the last of his properties to the State of Florida, trusting that the Park Service would secure the
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land and vision of saving a space for the public to enjoy as well as the wildlife that thrived here
would continue into perpetuity.
In the early years, a small staff devoted most of its time to resource management projects and
infrastructural improvements, which included exotic plant removal, construction of the
Concession Building, Pavilions, Elk’s Youth Lodge and Cabins. The Glen F. Bates Garden Center
was built as a collaboration between the Florida Park Service and the Federated Garden Center.
When the Park’s facilities were completed in 1949, the Park was opened to the public. In order
to provide quality programs and services to the public, a Volunteer Program and Citizens
Support Organization (Friends of Birch State Park) were established to enhance the Park’s staff
and its programs.
Today, approximately 300,000 people from all over the world visit the park each year. In an
average year, volunteers lead over 2,000 students on educational group tours and conduct
guided nature walks for over 1,000 visitors. Thousands come each year to participate in the
Park’s unique special events, which could not happen without the participation of hundreds of
volunteers.
2.3 Florida Park Service and Hugh Taylor Birch State Park Time-line
1872 First National Park created, "Yellowstone"
1915 Legislature gave one and one-half sections of land in Dade County to the Florida
Federation of Women's Clubs to be maintained as a public park. It was called Royal
Palm State Park and is now a part of Everglades N.P.
1920’s Mr. Hugh Taylor Birch and Helen Birch are wintering on the present park property
1935 Legislature authorized the Board of Forestry to set up a Department of State Parks
1942 Hugh Taylor Birch deeds the 174.5 acres to the state of Florida for one silver dollar.
1943 Mr. Hugh Taylor Birch passes away and the property officially changes title to the State.
1949 Hugh Taylor Birch State Park is opened to the public
1953 Annual visitation to State Parks tops 1 million
1969 Governmental consolidation and reorganization created the Division under the
Department of Natural Resources
1972 Annual visitation tops 10 million
1977 Official volunteer program is established in the Florida Park Service
1999 Creation of the Friends of Birch State Park
1993 The Departments of Environmental Regulation and Natural Resources were merged into
the Department of Environmental Protection
1999 Florida Park Service is honored with the National Gold Medal Award for excellence in park management by
the National Recreation and Parks Association
2005 Florida Park Service is honored for the second time with the National Gold Medal Award
for excellence in park management, becomes the nation’s first two-time Gold Medal winner
2005 Volunteers contributed more than 1 million hours of time to the Florida Park Service for
the first time
2010 Annual visitation tops 20 million and FPS volunteers contributed nearly 1.3 million hours of time to the
Florida Park Service
2015 Friends of Birch launch a capital campaign/PIP project to raise funds for construction of seawall, boat dock,
restoration of Terramar Estate, improve accessibility and more.
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Section 3: Hugh Taylor Birch State Park Volunteer Program Overview
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3.1 Volunteer Program Philosophy
Public service is the central theme of every Florida Park Service endeavor. High standards of
management and service are the Florida Park Service trademark. Quality resource-based
outdoor recreational experiences delicately assimilated with inaccessible, wild-space habitats,
assure that Florida's state parks will continue to offer healthy habitat for countless species
while serving as major destinations of reconnectional, educational and experiential
opportunities for countless millions of people. State Parks, in this case not only contribute
significantly to the State's economy but serves as an essential component to maintaining the
heart and legacy of all that is unique about Florida, and all of its magnificent biological and
historical complexity.
As a Volunteer for the Florida Park Service, you must clearly understand that you are working in
the same professional and uniformed agency as a paid employee and therefore must conduct
yourself as such. Volunteers must also know that the Florida Park Service would simply not
function without the many millions of hours dedicated to our agency out of a personally-driven
passion and drive for those who find Florida State Parks part of their home-in-heart providing
them with sure knowledge that their donated time offers a sense of self-fulfillment that is
directly noticeable by the mere success of our 170 parks.
In all of that grandeur of providing places of reconnection and recreation, both staff and
volunteers must deal with multiple tasks and duties assigned to a team in a park, a district
office, one of its various departments or headquarters in Tallahassee, Florida. In order to
properly log hours served in the Florida Park Service, the Department has categorized
everything we do into what is called THE BIG FIVE: The Big Five is quite simple to understand,
but does encapsulate the variable array of duties completed by both employees and volunteers.
Administration
Maintenance
Protection

Resource Management
Visitor Services

See example of how a time log is to be kept on the next page, and how this is divided between
the Big Five divisions of work types. Note that no work type is superior to the other. It takes all
of the above categories of work for the Park Service to operate effectively. From physically
strenuous to mentally strenuous, each category are equally essential to park operations and
effectiveness and professionalism with the public, who we ultimately serve.
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3.2 TYPES OF VOLUNTEERS WITHIN THE FL PARK SERVICE
3.2.1 Group volunteers
Groups, such as scout groups, local organizations, universities and colleges, or companies
interested in donating their time for a special project should contact the Volunteer Coordinator.
The head of the group should meet with the Volunteer Coordinator for coordination of the
project, number of participants, and scheduling. The head of the group and Volunteer
Coordinator should fill out a Group Volunteer Form and all participants of the service project
will need to complete the Group Volunteer List Application. Feel free to assist us with recruiting
businesses or agencies who might like to get involved.
3.2.2 Individual regular service volunteer
A regular service volunteer is an individual with a current signed Florida Park
Service Volunteer Application & Agreement, maintains a minimum of 20 hours of volunteer
service each year, and attends at least one interpretative /informational park program per year.
Persons that cannot commit to the regular service requirements are encouraged to participate
in park scheduled group volunteer opportunities. Feel free to invite individuals, friends,
relatives, who you think might enjoy the opportunities offered at our park.
Regular service volunteers, should be dependable, reliable, have good communication skills,
and maintain the mission of the FPS and the volunteer organization. Volunteers must be in
reasonable health and physically capable of performing their assigned position. Those with
disabilities are encouraged to apply as volunteers; Park facilities are accessible to everyone.
Anyone interested in becoming an individual regular service volunteer must
complete the steps outlined in 3.3 below. Additional, requirements may apply for specific
volunteer positions.
3.2.3 Court ordered community service
Only with special evaluation and approval by the park manager, may Hugh Taylor Birch State
Park allow volunteer applicants seeking to satisfy court ordered volunteer/ community service
hours to fulfill them at our location.
We will provide the adequate requirements packet to those applying for court ordered
community service. “ORDER TO PERFORM COMMUNITY SERVICE” does not mean you will
necessarily be approved to volunteer at Birch State Park. However, we will make as many
accomodations as possible. Court Ordered CS Volunteers are not eligibile to operate Tram
Services or train to become Interpretive guides. Following CS service, if volunteers wish to
continue as a team member, other job opportunities will open up to them. Manager discretion
is required for any admission of court-ordered community service volunteers.
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3.3 Steps to Becoming a Volunteer
1. Complete a Florida Park Service Application
-submit to Volunteer Coordinator by hand, mail, email or fax. The application goes through an
appropriate safety/security screening as well as as-needed reference checks. Once this has
been completed, you will be entered into the volunteer database and either contacted via
Email, a Phone Call, Text or Mail.
Once you have been contacted, you MORE THAN WELCOME to show up to the park’s Monday
– Friday 8am Staff/Volunteer meeting. This is a great place to meet the team, begin to orient
to the daily-changing projects and activities, start to make friends and see where you are
most interested in contributing. You do NOT have to attend Orientation before beginning as a
volunteer with us. (You will be directed to attend the next available Orientation).
2. Uniform Requirements
-Volunteers agree to wear assigned uniforms at all times while providing service to the park.
These uniforms will be provided by the DEP or Friends Birch State Park. Uniforms may also be
purchased by the appropriate agency employed by the Florida Park Service. Uniform
requirements are outlined in 3.5.
3. Orientation
- The official Volunteer Orientation is announced monthly. It is an important overview of both
the Volunteer Program, Florida Park Service guidelines, and then Park History and Biology. It
allows a discussion about job opportunities, a get to know session and a start at considering
commitment times to the park. Volunteers can begin assignments prior to attending an
orientation, but must attend the next scheduled one. You’ll be happy to get the overview for
sure!

REQUIRED TRAINING – ANNUALLY REPEATED
4. FRIDAY AND SATURDAY RANGER GUIDED WALKS - MANDATORY
-Volunteers must attend the FIVER regularly-rotating Friday and/or Saturday Nature Walks
offered at 10:30am each week.
The walks feature the FIVE distinct ecosystems found on this unique property. The walks will
also weave into it the very comprehensive human history of the land that would become Hugh
Taylor Birch State Park. This is the most ideal way to absorb the park’s rich story – ranging from
pre-history to the present.
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WALKS IN ORDER BY WEEKEND
1ST weekend - - Mangrove Tour (learn the crucial role this plays on the ocean. Learn about
dredging over time.
2ND weekend - - Mid Trail Tour (a broad sweep between two ecosystems bordering, exotic and
invasive species, and Mr. Birch’s love of botany and more)
3RD weekend - - Coastal Dune Lake / Historical homes in the park – African American heritage,
Native American Heritage, European contact, the 19th century living in the area.
4TH weekend - - Maritime / Tropical Hardwood Hammock tour, where the Caribbean meets
North America. Bird migrations, Endangered plant and animal species, Gopher Tortoises.
Medicinal plants.
5TH weekend - - Endangered Beach Habitat, Dune systems, Sea Turtles, Coral Reefs, Barrier Island
formation. The geological evolution of Florida over time, from Megalodon Sharks to Giant Sloth.

All volunteers will be required to repeat these four walks following the Fiscal Year ending on
June 30 of each year.. These walks are the best way to ensure that a broad coverage of
biological and historical information is conveyed to you. You are encouraged to take notes.

ADDITIONAL TRAINING – READING FOLDER LOCATED AT RANGER STATION WITH
CONFIRMATION SIGNATURE SHEETS (TURN THESE IN TO YOUR VOLUNTEER COORDINATOR
BOX)
- AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT
- TOLERANCE IN THE WORKPLACE
- SEXUAL HARASSMENT AWARENESS TRAINING
- BLOODBORNE PATHOGENES
- ETHICS IN THE WORKPLACE


A Training Sheet will accompany your time sheet. Volunteers must complete the training
work sheet accurately and fully.

See Next Page
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3.4 Additional Volunteer Training
After the initial interview and placement, the volunteer is assigned according to a day or days
that s/he has committed to. The volunteer will not be left alone until s/he is fully comfortable
with their assigned position and has demonstrated the ability to perform all of the required
duties.
Tram Shifts, Ranger Station Shifts, Beach Gate Shifts, Water Taxi attendant shifts and a few
others are the only schedules shifts (at this time) for volunteers. At this time other job
opportunities are at the discretion of the volunteer – However, the park requests that
volunteers offer a rough idea of what days and times s/he wishes to come to tend to said duties
(such as habitat maintenance, mowing and etc.)
Asking questions, borrowing reference materials, and interacting with other knowledgeable
volunteers and staff members are a few ways this can be accomplished.
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The park reserves the right to terminate any individual who does not uphold volunteer and
park policies. If the volunteer is noted as not adhering to the requested training, not
following outlined rules and regulations in regard to interaction with the public, use of
equipment, neglects to communicate effectively to their Volunteer Coordinator and to other
staff members regarding shifts or any other questionable behavior, suspension may occur.
ANNUAL RENEWAL OF VOLUNTEER APPLICATION AND FEEDBACK
An important facet of the Volunteer Program is receiving feedback and suggestions from the
volunteers about the Park’s programs and activities. Upon the annual renewal of the
volunteer’s application, she or he may request a one on one conference with the volunteer
coordinator (or any direct staff member supervisor). Feedback, suggestions and general
discussion, in a professional manner is encouraged. Suggestions or ideas may further be given
to the Volunteer Coordinator or other park personnel orally or in writing following discussion if
it is agreed that it could benefit the overall program. The Volunteer Program is constantly
striving to update and improve its existing programs, as well as expand into new areas. Often
the impetus of needed changes is the result of volunteer suggestions that may not have been
recognized or foreseen by park staff. Feedback is both welcomed and needed and we
encourage you to voice your opinions.

3.5 Uniform Standards
The Florida Park Service is a uniform agency. Volunteers are part of the Florida Park Service
team, representing the agency image and philosophy. Therefore, volunteers are expected to
wear the Florida Park Service volunteer uniform according to the established uniform
guidelines.
It is the intent of the Division for the volunteers in each state park unit to present a uniform
appearance that identifies them as a Florida Park Service volunteer.
The following volunteer uniform standards shall apply:
-All regular service volunteers shall conform to the appearance and other applicable procedures
found in the Florida Park Service Operations Manual when working at the ranger station or
while engaged in other public contact work. Regular service volunteers shall wear the light grey
uniform contract shirt with volunteer patches for duty in accordance with requirements for
Class A uniform. Trousers, skirts, or shorts will be of a dark (preferably black), solid color
complimentary to the uniform shirt and in good repair.
-A light grey T-shirt will be provided to all regular service volunteers as a standard to the grey
uniform shirt while performing primarily field duties such as: maintenance of facilities and
equipment, park cleanup and other manual duties in accordance with the requirements for
Class B uniform wear. This shirt is not intended to replace the regular uniform shirt, however,
until the specified hours for being awarded a uniform shirt are completed, volunteers are
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required to purchase their own gray uniform shirt.
A grey vest may be provided to volunteers for use in public contact work on a temporary basis
only until the volunteer has been provided or acquires the required park uniform.
-A volunteer cap will be issued to regular service volunteers. The regulation hat for sun
protection may be purchased and worn by volunteers.
-A nametag will be provided. Volunteers should wear the nametag positioned on the right
aligned with the pocket. This is to identify volunteers to the staff, as well as to visitors.
-Uniforms should appear neat and wrinkle free; care and cleaning are the volunteer’s
responsibility.
-Uniforms should only be worn during the hours a volunteer is on duty Volunteers should
change into civilian clothes if recreating in the park after fulfilling their volunteer duty.
Volunteers should use discretion when wearing the uniform outside of the park.
-Consumption of alcoholic beverages while in uniform is prohibited.
3.6 Scheduling and Attendance
All volunteer activities will be scheduled by the volunteer coordinator or other park staff.
Volunteers are expected to be present on the day(s) and time(s) they agreed to be scheduled.
Attendance and punctuality by volunteers for scheduled assignments is integral to the success
of park operations.
In the event that a volunteer cannot be present for the scheduled assignments, they must
contact the Volunteer Coordinator or appropriate staff member no later than 24 hours in
advance.
Please discuss scheduling problems with the volunteer coordinator; Volunteers who
consistently call in and are absent from scheduled assignments may be reevaluated for
volunteer positions.
3.7 Volunteer Responsibilities
Volunteers are expected to become familiar with the Park’s facilities, programs, and the rules
and procedures of the Park and Park Service. It is the duty of the volunteer to adhere to these
rules as well as to inform visitors about existing regulations and report violations to park staff.
Please refer to Florida Statute 62D as this pertains to State Laws in effect, governing State
properties in which you are taking residence. These statutes are essential to review not only for
your benefit of conduct while residing on state lands, but also so that you may convey these
laws to the public. As part of the team, you are, in effect a staff member and responsible for
18

assisting with the operations of the park:
https://www.flrules.org/gateway/Division.asp?DivID=290
The Park may terminate any individual who does not uphold volunteer and park policies.
3.8 Risk Protection
Volunteers are covered by worker’s compensation in the event of an injury
occurring while volunteering in the park. If any accident or injury occurs while volunteering,
report it to the Nature Center staff or other park personnel immediately. Volunteers, involved
in park projects are protected from personal liability claims from actions involving their service.
3.9 Volunteer Benefits
To maintain the volunteer benefits listed below, each volunteer must maintain a minimum of
20 service hours per year and attend at least four interpretative/informational park programs
per year. Interpretative/ informational programs include, but are not limited to; Guided Nature
Walk, Bird Walk, Butterfly Walk, Public Turtle Nesting Walk, Park special presentations,
Volunteer training, lectures/programs.
-Benefits for all volunteers include:
o Free individual volunteer admittance to the park
o Invitation to special volunteer events (e.g. walks, lectures,
potluck dinners, etc)
o Invitation to the annual Volunteer Appreciation Event & Holiday Party
-Intangible benefits include:
o Meeting new people
o Opportunities for continuing education
o Learning new skills
o Forming new friendships
o Enjoyment of the Park’s facilities and its natural resources
-Additional benefits based on reaching milestone service hours (Funded by the Friends of Birch State Park):
o At 100 hours of service, family volunteer admittance to the park.
o At 250 hours of service:
-Engraved name pin is awarded
-purchase a FPS dark grey button down volunteer uniform
o At 500 hours of service (per fiscal year):
- volunteers will receive FPS Volunteer Annual Pass which allows free entry for the volunteer and
family into any state park for one year.
o In addition: Service award pins are awarded at 100, 250, 500, 1000, and 2000 hours of service
respectively.
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Section 4: Volunteer Opportunities
4.1 Where to find Volunteer Job Descriptions
Please speak with the Volunteer Coordinator about the list of volunteer position descriptions
outlined in the Volunteer Handbook. Jobs will accompany training requirements, so please
inquire about required training. Some jobs require more intensive training than others. Job
descriptions can be found in the Volunteer Handbook, the Volunteer Log or online at
Birchstatepark.org.
4.2 Choosing and Committing to a Job Description
The biggest question in determining a job description or multiple job descriptions for yourself is
based on personal knowledge and interest. It is also based on the time that you are willing and
able to commit to the park.
When you commit to a job description, or a few job descriptions; or even if you help to create a
new job description, follow-through is essential to the park for its success. The park service can
only benefit from volunteer commitment. If a volunteer cannot fulfill their commitment, clear
communication with the Volunteer Coordinator or Park Management should be made so that
arrangements for reassignment with another individual can be made.
The biggest questions to ask before determining a job description or multiple job descriptions
are:

1. What can you do? What are your skill sets, hobbies and interests?

2. What are your limitations, if any?

3. How often can you do it?

4. How would you like to serve the wildlife in the park?

5. How would you like to serve the public who utilizes the park?

6. With that in mind, please read the following job descriptions and determine which
best fit your skills and interests and commitment level:
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4.3 Volunteer Job Descriptions
Administration/Book keeping/Data Entry

Animal Care Assistant
native, park animals for programs
reptiles
Ability to clean reptile habitat areas
Park/Beach Clean-up
nd carry 30 lbs
park’s Ecosystems (Maritime Hammock, Coastal Lake, Mangrove and
Beach habitat)

Education Assistant (LIFE Program and other School visitation)
Florida’s natural communities

Mangrove Clean-up in Canoe
canoe
lity to walk on wet/muddy uneven surfaces (if necessary)
mangrove organisms
Skilled in maneuvering a canoe or kayak

Nature Trail Maintenance
neven surfaces
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Park Maintenance (handling equipment)
electricity or small engines
-steer, chipper, mower and other heavy equipment

Mowing Assistant
Knowledge of point spin mower
Knowledge of use of weed-eater
hand-held blower
Basic knowledge of landscaping

Ranger Assistant
ntry, plumbing, electricity or small engines

Toll Collector
-way radio, telephone

to six hour shifts
Tram Driver
ages
ty to safely drive extended length golf cart
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-way radio
Tram Driver Coordinator
in contacting others by phone/email
schedules

-way radio

Bird Survey
dge of Florida’s local and migratory bird behavior
local and migratory birds
ity to accurately record sighting and nesting reports
staff/management
n using a two-way radio

Butterfly Survey

led in using a two-way radio

Sensitive Habitat and Garden Coordinator
-oriented gardening skills
Knowledge of Florida’s protected species within the Sensitive Habitats
ties and nectar plants
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Nature Walk Guide

Volunteer Coordinator Assistant
[Various categories available: General / Call Personnel / Tram Supervisor / Field Supervisor]

ng with people of all ages

Youth Camp Director

nal Skills

∙
Additional job descriptions will be added to this list as the program develops. Once Volunteers
are oriented to the park, they are welcome to recommend or suggest the creation of new job
descriptions. Job description proposals must be submitted to the Volunteer Coordinator and/or
Park Management. They must be officially approved by Park Management and properly
assessed for quality, impact, need, financial constraints and training requirements. Please feel
free to submit ideas or suggestions to the park. Feedback is welcome in a reciprocal,
communicative approach.

Section 5: Friends of Hugh Taylor Birch State Park
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http://birchstatepark.org/

5.1 Overview
Friends of Hugh Taylor Birch State Park is a non-profit corporation with a mission to help
preserve, conserve, enhance, and promote Hugh Taylor Birch State Park through community
support.
Hugh Taylor Birch State Park is a model public-private partnership. Owned by the State of
Florida, the staff and daily needs of the Park are funded by the State. The Friends raise funds
through memberships, holding special events, soliciting donations, and seeking volunteers. All
funds raised by the Friends stay here in the Park, making your visit more memorable and fun.
The Friends Capital Campaign was announced in the Spring of 2015 and intends to raise several
million dollars to complete many crucial projects outlined in the park’s Unit Management Plan,
including a new Seawall, Completely Accessible Restroom upgrades to the Pavilions and the
Beach Gate, a new Visitor’s Center in the Terramar Estate, New Interpretive Displays, new
Boardwalks converting retired “Trestles to Trails,” and a possible Educational Center among
many other improvements to the park.
All funds raised by the Friends support the Park, making a visit more educational, memorable,
and fun:
-Purchase equipment and supplies for park operations including trams, tractor equipment and
more.
-Fund volunteer training and recognition.
-Purchase entire fleet of canoes, paddles, and PFDs.
-Fund Park printing, supplies and technology needs.
-Provide funds for Park Staff Training.
Membership dollars…
-Help preserve, protect, and maintain the significant natural resources of the Park.
-Provide environmental educations programs for children and adults.
-Help expand and maintain the Park facilities and interpretive Programs.
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5.2 Membership Levels
Common
• Subscription to E-newsletter
• Exclusive invitations to Living Well Program
• 10% discount on park concessions (MCruz Rentals
www.mcruzrentals.com (954) 235-5082)
Individual
All Common Membership Benefits above plus…
• Twelve free admissions to the park (for 1 person)
FAMILY $100
All Common Membership Benefits above plus…
• Twelve free admissions (up to 8 people in a group)
PATRON $250
All Common Membership Benefits above plus…
• Family Annual Entrance Pass (Value $120, includes
reciprocity with all FL State Parks and entrance for up to 8
people in a group)
• Private ranger tour (up to 6 guests)
CORPORATE $500
All Benefits for PATRON above plus…
• Company/Executive feature in E-Newsletter
• Private ranger tour (for up to 20 guests)
Friends of Hugh Taylor Birch State Park is a not-for-profit citizen support organization. A copy of the official
registration and financial information of the Friends may be obtained from the Division of Consumer Services by
calling 1-800-435-7352.
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